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U LIBRARY FRIENDS 
DONATE $4,850
The Friends of the University of Montana Library, a service organization on the Missoula 
campus, recently made available $4,850 for the purchase of materials by the Library.
The list of items to be purchased consists of large sets and backfiles of journals, 
the purchase of which has not been feasible under normal budgets.
The materials relate to several disciplines, primarily music, chemistry, psychology, 
philosophy, education, history, English and business.
Among the works to be purchased with the Friends of the Library contribution are 25 
volumes of "Denkmaeler der Tonkunst in Oesterreich," which will bring up to date the 
Library’s holdings in this historic collection of music scores, and "Das Erbe Deutscher 
Musik," another collection of music scores. A definitive edition of the work of Franz 
Joseph Haydn entitled "Collected Edition" will also be purchased.
Three volumes of Gmelin’s "Handbook of Inorganic Chemistry" will move the library 
further toward completion of this basic chemistry reference. Johann F. Herbart's 
"Samtliche IVerke" in 19 volumes will also be added to the library, as will volumes 1-25
of the "Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes," a backfile to supplement the 
current subscription to this journal.
Other titles to be purchased include nine volumes of "Psychoanalytic Study of the 
Child," 14 volumes of "Child Development," and 16 volumes of "Mind" on microfilm. Also 
on microfilm will be a backfile of the Wall Street Journal.
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